Abstract: ‘Literacy’ and ‘science’ are power words and the interaction between them is of potential interest to people working at other boundaries between text and content, such as that characterising wider disciplinary literacy. ‘Scientific literacy’ has a deep enough literature base to support an attempt to build a model of these interactions. If robust, such a model could synthesise existing literature and resolve differences within a narrower range of journals. This quantitative review suggests such a model based on a wide review of previous literature and then challenges it by comparing publication patterns in premium international journals dealing specifically with research in science education. The emergent model comprises interaction between Use of, Engagement with and Access to science and its application revealed changes in publication patterns both within and between the five science education research journals surveyed. The use of power words can obscure, rather than clarify, discussions that lead to curriculum and pedagogical decisions. Robust models can resolve multiple components of a complex field and make it easier to understand for newcomers, easier to explain when change seems necessary to those more deeply involved, and then expedite the prediction of fruitful areas for further work.
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1. Literacy as a Power Word

Words carry weight as well as meaning, and choices between them reflect a desire to communicate status as well as information. Shifting terminology often reveals changes in perceived status over time. The wish to have colleagues recognise the importance of the things that we value need not involve malice, but this common phenomenon can lead to use of the same labels to represent completely different things, or to use of different labels for things that are substantially similar. Earlier labels can survive in the presence of later ones, further complicating contemporary discussion.

The repeated emergence of the word ‘literacy’ in curriculum deliberations illustrates its power. For example, Australia began the second decade of this millennium with another attempt at a national curriculum. The debate leading up to the release of the English; Mathematics; History and Science curricula included the following contribution from the Australian Science Teachers Association (ASTA).

The ASTA rejects in the strongest possible terms the notion that the term ‘literacy’ is one that should be preserved only for use in the study of English and its Literacy Continuum. The term has been increasingly and successfully employed across a broader range of curriculum areas. Apart from ‘scientific literacy’, the applications to ‘financial literacy’, ‘numerical literacy’, ‘visual literacy’ and others are commonplace and widely understood and accepted in education circles. [1]
Tensions in usage can slide into actual controversy between subject areas. This phenomenon has a long history within science itself, with implications for science education. This makes science education a fertile ground for the development of a model that could clarify discussions of literacy in other disciplines.

2. Expanding Notions of Literacy

The Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines the Middle English adjective literate as “acquainted with letters”. ‘Literate’ gave rise to ‘illiterate’ in the 1550s, hence ‘illiteracy’ in the 1660s and ‘literacy’ in the 1880s. The expansion of meaning did not stop in the nineteenth century and today literacy has a range of meanings. Describing a person as literate, in its fundamental sense, may mean that they can read and write or, in its earliest derived sense, it may mean that they are educated, cultured and critical [2]. In the more recent sense of discipline literacy, it may mean that they can operate meaningfully within one or more fields of knowledge [3].

Literacy can describe activities as diverse as engagement with novel experience [4]; video games [5]; situated cultural responses [6]; conceptual understanding [7]; metacognitive awareness [8]; identity [9]; reading and writing [10], and media awareness [11].

The fundamental sense of basic literacy usually means the ability to read and write in a particular language [12]. Insertion of different adjectives indicates various derived meanings, for example: visual literacy is the ability to decode, manipulate and criticise images [13]. Arts literacy is the ability to acquire and implement skills in the journey into artistic practice [14]. Cultural literacy is the ability to recognise, interpret and predict the impact of different cultures [15]. Mathematical (or numerical) literacy is the ability to manipulate numbers for analytical and predictive purposes, sometimes synonymous with numeracy and/or data literacy, but sometimes not [16]. Technological literacy is the ability to recognise needs that could be met with technology, design devices that would meet those needs and evaluate such designs (sometimes labelled technacy: [17]). Financial literacy is a composite of knowledge, attitudes and behaviour regarding wealth [18]. Scientific literacy is the focus of this paper and it usually refers to the ability to understand and apply the knowledge that scientists produce. ‘Science’ is sometimes opposed to ‘scientific’ in an attempt to separate the two senses but the similarity of the two words encourages interchangeable use within the existing literature and within this paper.

All of these uses are increasingly subsumed under the notion(s) of content and/or disciplinary literacy. This discussion seemed to emerge from concerns within, or about, the community of those who teach English as a separate subject [19]. Doubts about the effectiveness of secondary schooling in preparing students for university courses in science, technology, engineering and mathematics programs has driven this more recent resurgence in a particular jurisdiction [20].

Various assessments have shown that secondary school students in the United States are not reading well enough to succeed in careers or college, with particular concerns about their readiness to participate in the so-called STEM (Science–Technology–Engineering–Mathematics) professions. [21]

All of this suggests almost inevitable confusion. The literacy labyrinth [22] can be challenging for both newcomers entering the field and for more experienced scholars looking for other work relevant to their own. A robust model of the field might be useful in resolving distinctions between the various legitimate ways in which the word is used.

3. The Role of Models in Intellectual Work

Models can aid in simplification of such contested fields and they have been the subject of considerable work (such as [23,24]). A useful model can reduce a complex set of phenomena to a more readily understandable pattern, suggesting a more adequate explanation, which leads in turn to more focused experimentation or to more appropriate action. A good model aids understanding, a better
model aids explanation, the best model aids prediction and all of them can arise from quantitative
data, qualitative data or some mixture of the two.

The human settlement of the scattered islands of the central Pacific provides a concrete example
of a quantitative model in action. These islands are far from continents and, often, far from each other.
How, and when, people reached them has exercised the imagination of generations [25]. The people
themselves have tales of heroic voyaging traditions (consider Disney’s 2016 animated film, Moana),
which were taken fairly seriously in the 18th and 19th centuries.

However, a more sceptical view surfaced by the middle of the 20th century. There were fairly
heated disputes between those who continued to accept some form of this voyaging tradition and those
who did not. The sceptical group considered canoe trips between mutually visible islands, or to those
just over the horizon, to be plausible; but they thought that long voyages that depended on accurate
navigation across open ocean were probably impossible. They thought accidental drifting, rather than
deliberate voyaging, drove settlement of the scattered islands. Such successful drifting depended on
prevailing winds and currents, if it was to lead to life-saving island landfalls. These sceptics were not
inclined to place much reliance on local tradition.

Computers made it possible to produce mathematical models that could calculate the probability
of such accidental discoveries. Hydrological and meteorological information had been collected to help
European navigation both before and since the voyages of Cook (1766–1780) and it made production
of a computer model feasible. Such a project ran from 1964 to 1967 and involved the entry of 800,000
separate data points. The computer model made it possible to assume any starting point within the
Pacific and calculate the probability of drifting to any other point. Some likely drift paths did emerge
(such as from Tonga to Fiji) but no simulated combination of winds and currents took a hypothetical
canoe to either Hawaii, New Zealand or Easter Island, the three apexes of the Polynesian Triangle [26].
The model suggests that ancestral Polynesians were more likely to have been deliberate voyagers than
they were to have been accidental drifters and provides an example of the potential of quantitative
models to resolve contentious issues.

Many forms of intellectual work use models [27]. Modelling can be used in learning contexts,
for example through ICT-based conceptual building tasks [28,29]; exploration of student negotiation
during model building [30]; or application of student models to quantitative problems [31].

Science provides a rich example of the tension that can arise between multiple meanings of literacy
and that contested field offers an opportunity for conceptual model building that may bring clarity to
this sometimes-obscure area.

This paper begins that process with a quick review of the literature to establish the boundaries of
the field. The analysis provides the basis for synthesis leading to the development of a conceptual
model for scientific literacy, based on inferences from that wider literature. Existing data can challenge
that model to assess the extent to which it reveals aspects of that data that might not have been
visible otherwise.

Such a quantitative approach may seem strange in consideration of literature about reading
and writing but the importance of usage in distinguishing meanings is well-established within
linguistics [32] and a recent review of specialist literature provides a corpus that may be adequate to
support an attempt [33]. Survival through these first challenges could suggest that the model that we
 develop might be more widely useful.

4. The Case of Science Literacy

Science (or scientific) literacy, as distinct from basic literacy, is usually taken to mean acquaintance
with the fundamental ideas of science [34] and the ability to at least interact with, and perhaps evaluate,
the work that scientists do and the social impact that follows from it [35]. Interest in scientific literacy has
grown as science became more expensive, as public attitudes to it become more critical, and as official
support for it came to depend more on economic opportunities than on military/industrial imperatives.
Over past decades, school teachers have become worried about how well pupils were responding to their science classes. University lecturers have become worried about decreasing numbers of pupils choosing science subjects. Industrialists have become worried about decreasing numbers of able scientists and engineers. Governments have become worried about the impact of all of this on economic growth. Chronological consideration of these issues over the past century suggests that widespread response usually lagged recognition of a problem by several decades.

The 20th century began with movement of the children of urban workers into secondary schools to which their parents had not aspired. This led to difficulties in reading their science textbooks and the consequent development of readability formulae [36]. Mid-century brought waves of post-war immigrants to more developed, English-speaking societies. Most of these immigrants did not speak English and the movement of their children into those same schools provoked a consequent resurgence of problems that had surfaced previously [37]. Contemporary decolonisation saw increasing industrialisation in the global South that led to English-medium courses in non-English speaking countries and specific courses to prepare the most able students to study in English-speaking contexts in the global North [38]. The last quarter of the 20th century saw a renewal of concern about the literacy of the general population, partly driven by public events in different jurisdictions [39,40] and partly by shifting patterns of funding for work based on varying theoretical positions [41,42]. The early part of the 21st century saw the emergence of the notion of multi-literacies [43].

Each of these waves of change provoked further broadening use of the word literacy, following renewed realisation of the need for a broad range of students, at a range of educational levels, to understand text produced by science teachers and scientists, to evaluate competing scientific claims and to produce text that accurately reflected the level of their understanding. Contemporary concerns for discipline literacy heighten the pressure on English as a school subject [44]. There has been money available to boost literacy in science but clarity about how such literacy might be understood has been lacking. Consequently, competing groups have attempted to claim an area and demonstrate its distinctive importance. All of this has provided a deep well of literature that could be usefully applied to contemporary discussions of literacy in other specialist areas.

Different people use similar words to talk about different things when discussing science literacy [45,46]. The earliest move was to distinguish between science education (occurring in schools) and science literacy (occurring outside schools). This discussion was particularly intense more than a generation ago [47–50]. Education people have tended to distinguish between formal as opposed to informal education. Museum people and journalists have preferred to distinguish between education and literacy. British writers preferred to label the latter as ‘the public understanding of science’ while US writers use ‘science literacy’. All of these distinctions refer to the same divergent phenomena: learning about science in classrooms with teachers and learning about science beyond the school institution. Some groups of people advocated the application of more resources to school science, while others preferred to recognise past failures and apply resources beyond the school.

Contemporary schooling is compulsory in most developed countries and that made it apparently ideal for achieving higher levels of public understanding. ‘Literacy’ and ‘education’ were drawn together so that ‘scientific literacy’ became code for what science should be taught in schools [51]. This collapse of the two ideas sometimes left aside the question of whether school science should advance the public understanding of science, prepare pupils for future careers in science and engineering, or attempt to do both. Conversely, international tests of science knowledge, such as the Program for International Student Assessment: PISA [52], used the public understanding sense of literacy and consequently popularised that sense.

The linking of literacy to supposedly essential content knowledge produced a response from English teachers who saw it as part of their territory [53,54]. This move was supported by much work in specialist language teaching in universities in non-English speaking countries [55–59] and by concern for the needs of language minority pupils in Anglophone high school classes [60–62]. These people
saw science literacy as the ability to read and write in the language style of school or university science classes and books [63]. This field apparently shifts in response to pressures from multiple directions.

5. Mapping Wider Tensions

This widening reach of ‘literacy’ can be synthesised into an image of the field that illustrates the tensions between the themes emerging from that broad, generational survey of the literature (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Science Literacy as nodes within wider tensions.](image)

The arrows at the boundaries of Figure 1 represent the impact of tensions between two intentions at any one apex of the field of Science Literacy. The inward arrows represent the apparent tensions acting on the field in question in various ways at different times and in different places, twisting it without collapsing it. These interacting tensions shape approaches to Science for All, on the left face of the triangle; Subject Science, on its right; and Infotainment on its base.

The top apex on Figure 1 represents tension between the economic need for specialist workers [64] and legitimate social criticism [65] and it presses down over the interaction between language and popular science (at the right apex); through various motivations for encouraging the public understanding of science (at the left apex), and perceptions of what that might be [66].

The bottom right apex indicates tension between appreciation of technical language [67] and the contrasting drive for simplification [68] and it stirs up wider literacy issues [69]. The field is further muddied by use of ‘communication’ both for this phenomenon and for the role of science explainers within technical museums.

Journalism seeks to make scientific technicality understandable and entertaining for a wider public [70,71], while museum staff slide between their archival responsibility to preserve objects for later study and the institutional need to entertain the public who fund such custodial purposes [72,73]. This tension, at the bottom left apex of Figure 1, generates both publication and project funding that drives towards popular science publications [74] and is mediated by science communicators in modern museums.

Different areas of activity move along various sides. Subject science [75] slides between the top and right hand vertices: moving between the use(s) of science and access to science. Infotainment [76] slides between the two vertices at the base of the triangle: moving between engagement with science and access to it. Science for all [77] slides between the top and left hand vertices: moving between
use(s) of science and engagement with it. These activities slide along and inwards depending on the interests and needs of particular writers. Science for all may be closer to the upper apex (if its purpose is closer to building the public understanding of science) or to the left lower apex (if its purpose is closer to building public engagement with science). The specific tensions described above characterise Science. This paper will discuss similar patterns, which may exist for other specialist areas, after further exploring the science context.

6. Conceptual Modelling: An Attempt at Clarity

There may not be much point in arguing about what literacy really means [78] but mapping the uses of the words could clarify some of the tensions and that could be useful. Figure 1 suggests three tensions as forming the particular shape of Science Literacy at any particular place and time. The tension between Science for the Specialist and Social Criticism seems to involve disagreements about the Use of Science [79]. The shared and distinct interests of Journalism and Museums seem to revolve around encouraging greater public Engagement with Science [80]. Concern for Technicality and a desire for Simplification both seem to involve Access to Science [81]. This, in turn, suggests what might be called the Use–Engagement–Access model: UEnAc (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Science literacy as a field in tension: The use–engagement–access model: UEnAc.](image)

These nodes of tension seem to correspond with the three major groups of people trying to establish a stake in this specialist field. The central field can be represented in a triangle that resembles the phase diagrams used by chemists, geologists, mathematicians and physicists (see Figure 2). Readers will recall that effective models synthesise current knowledge, distinguish between things that might otherwise remain blurred and suggest directions for future work.

We have been discussing how the use of "literacy" has been expanding over a considerable period of time and how the word has been used in various ways within Science. This model may seem a plausible inference from reflection on the literature discussed above but it remains merely conceptual without some sort of empirical challenge. Perhaps Science Education might provide data for such a challenge. The International Journal of Science Education (IJSE); Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Research in Science Education (RSE); Science Education (SE), and Studies in Science Education (SSE) are the most prestigious research journals within that field and ten years of publication within them was recently reviewed.

There are a number approaches to a broad review: ranging from automated content and citation counts, through multi-stage clustering techniques and sampling followed by close analysis, to content analysis of article abstracts. Our earlier work sought to "extend that existing work by exposing the
areas of greatest concentration in broadly contemporary science education research, illuminating the areas with potential for further work and identifying those parts of the field that may be diminishing in importance through content analysis of the abstracts of 2294 articles from those five journals, published between 2005 and 2014. Restricting the analysis to article abstracts represents a conservative approach to such coding: an article was only associated with a particular category if its authors had considered that category important enough to mention in the abstract.

Four article types and five topics emerged together with multiple sub-categories. The article types were coded by Method (74.11% of abstracts providing identifiable description), Methodology (56.19%), Level (50.17%) and Discipline (42.33% of abstracts specifying science discipline). The major topics that emerged were Scientific Literacy (51.92% of abstracts mentioning the topic), Teaching (45.12%), Learning (42.33%), Teachers (36%) and Relations between Science and Education (16.17% of abstracts indicating focus on the topic).

The ten year survey used a coding sheet that comprised a series of short paragraphs describing each type or topic and providing spaces for inserting relevant articles as in-text references. This is described in more detail below. Reviewers entered references into more than one coding category if abstract content suggested it. The validity of this review process was supported by the broad agreement of its results with previous work and with the later, more restricted review of one of its focus journals [82].

Scientific Literacy emerged as the most frequent topic within those journals (1191 mentions: topic coded in over 50% of abstracts). The topic was separated into a number of non-exclusive sub-categories, all of which were found described as ‘science/scientific literacy’ in the literature. The publication frequency data for these sub-categories was analysed under the General Linear Model. SPSS provides four tests of multivariate significance, of which Pillai’s trace is the most appropriate for small samples. In this case, all tests show statistically significant differences between journal publication rates for the ‘Literacy’ sub-categories (F = 7.018; df = 3.0, 7.0; Sig. = 0.016; p < 0.05). The assumption of sphericity was met (Mauchly’s Test was not significant: W = 0.409, df = 5, Sig = 0.231, p > 0.05), and within subjects effects for the components of the category were statistically significant (df = 3; F = 7.459; Sig = 0.001; p < 0.05). This yielded an effect size (η²) of 0.453, which is considered large (η² > 0.138), and an observed power of 0.970. These differences in publication patterns appear robust enough to permit discussion.

Our earlier work does not provide as broad a base of data as that dealing with canoe voyages during the Pacific expansion of the Polynesian peoples. However, the most frequent topic within a corpus of 2294 publications should provide sufficient data to determine whether the model can resolve details of that corpus sufficiently to identify both differences between journals and differences within journals across time.

Consequently, we re-analysed that portion of the wider data to reflect the distinctions between Use, Engagement and Access and compared publication rates within and between journals across the decade in question. If the model holds, we should be able to distinguish between journals and within journals over time. Readers should note, at this point, that we use this data to challenge the model we inferred from the literature, rather than to critique editorial decisions within any of the target journals.

7. An Empirical Challenge

The previous section has indicated the provenance of the UIEnAc model that we are proposing and this section will apply it to International Journal of Science Education; Journal of Research in Science Teaching; Research in Science Education; Science Education, and Studies in Science Education. The information emerging may be useful in its own right and capacity to resolve differences in publication patterns in those journals would suggest that the UIEnAc model might be effective.

The following version of the relevant section of the coding sheet, populated by more recent, exemplary references, more clearly illustrates the sub-categories that emerged as nodes of tension
within Scientific Literacy. The italics in the paragraphs below reflect those in the original coding sheets and were intended to aid in consistency between coders over the length of the process.

**Access** is the fundamental sense of ‘literacy’: both *spoken* [83] and *written* [84] communication; dealing with use of *authentic literature* [85], *diagrams* [86], the impact of *bilingualism* [87], *argumentation* [88] and *explanation* [89] or *numeracy* issues in science learning [90].

**Use** rests on the derived use of ‘literacy’. What do people need to know to be ‘truly literate’ in science [91] and where are schools succeeding (and/or failing) in helping them to become so [92]?

**Engagement** specifically recognizes the impact of *different learners* [93], or *families* [94], or *teachers* [95], or *cultures* [96] on science learning.

Counting the number of in-text references associated with each component of the subcategory yielded totals such as those appearing on Tables 1 and 2. If the examples above had represented one of the journals, during one of the 5-year spans, Access would yield a count of 8; Use a count of 2 and Engagement would yield a count of 4.

**Table 1.** Counts of Science Literacy across all five science education research journals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Category</th>
<th>2005–2009 n = 955 *</th>
<th>R R@</th>
<th>2010–2014 n = 1339 *</th>
<th>R R@</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>172 (18.01%) †</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>212 (15.83%)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>112 (11.70%)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>161 (12.00%)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>238 (24.90%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>296 (22.10%)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>522 (54.66%)</td>
<td>669 (49.96%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * Articles are double coded, that is the content of a single article may place it in more than one category; † 172 mentions coded as ‘Use’ represented 18.01% of the 955 abstracts analysed in these journals from 2005 to 2009; R Proportional Rank across journals within table.

**Table 2.** Comparison of journal patterns in Science Literacy publication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Category</th>
<th>SSE 5–14</th>
<th>SSE 5–9</th>
<th>SSE 10–14</th>
<th>IJSE 5–14</th>
<th>IJSE 5–9</th>
<th>IJSE 10–14</th>
<th>Total No. %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1 Journal abbreviations: JRST (Journal of Research in Science Teaching); SE (Science Education); RSE (Research in Science Education); SSE (Studies in Science Education); IJSE (International Journal of Science Education); 2 Row %: Percentage of publications from category within time period represented by the column.
Table 1 provides the overall context for subsequent discussion by providing the coding numbers across all five research journals in each of the five-year spans described in the broader review. The percentage figures (%) in the columns on Table 1 result from division of the number of abstracts coded into a category by the total number of articles coded, with the resulting decimal multiplied by 100, so that the 172 abstracts containing some reference to the Use sense of science literacy, which were published in any of the five journals between 2005 and 2009, yielded a percentage of 18.01 when divided by 955, being the total number of papers published by all five journals between 2005 and 2009.

Effective conceptual models synthesise current knowledge and resolve differences between apparently similar areas of emerging knowledge. One effective way of challenging a model that emerges from a broad survey such as this is to apply it to a more restricted field and decide whether it exposes interactions that might otherwise remain obscure. Table 2 sets out the publication pattern in individual journals derived from the broad survey of these journals between 2005 and 2014. This represents the raw data for the empirical challenge that we are mounting to the Use–Engagement–Access model.

The data in the rows of Table 2 provide both number (in italics) and percentage (in bold) of publications within the particular sub-category (from the number coded within the literacy category) within the time period represented by the columns of journal data. Table 2 will be used to provide the data for the illuminative graphical representations of the the UEnAc model that follow in Figures 3–5. Consequently, to avoid the error of misplaced precision, the proportional publication rates are presented as whole number percentages. For example, the 125 publications categorised as dealing with Access represented 30% of the 410 abstracts of articles from the Journal of Research into Science Teaching (JRST) categorised as dealing with Scientific Literacy from 2005 to 2014, inclusive. The varying numbers of articles published by journals at different times make such proportions more illuminative of trends than the abstract counts from which these percentages were derived.

Figure 3. Shape of literacy in JRST 2005-2014.
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However, separation of the five-year spans on Figure 4 suggests that the proportion of published articles dealing with the fundamental Access aspect rose between the first half of the ten years in question and the second. There was an apparent shift in researcher or editorial focus, or there was a shift in both.

The model also reveals differences between the patterns of publication between the five journals. Figure 5 contains the UEnAc models for all five journals and it suggests that JRST was slower to take up the increasing interest in Access evident in the other journals, across the years in question. The other journals had a lower proportion of publication of articles dealing with the Engagement aspect.

Figure 3. Shape of literacy in JRST 2005-2014.

Figure 4. Changing shape of Literacy in JRST 2005-2014.

Please recall that the numbers are proportional: percentage of publications.

Figure 5. Changing shape of Literacy across five Science Education journals.

These tabulated data are difficult to rapidly interpret. The trends are more obvious if the data for the ten years and the constituent five-year spans are separately mapped onto the UEnAc model.
Figure 3 suggests that articles dealing with the ‘Use’ and ‘Engagement’ senses of Scientific Literacy were more common in the Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST) between 2005 and 2014.

However, separation of the five-year spans on Figure 4 suggests that the proportion of published articles dealing with the fundamental Access aspect rose between the first half of the ten years in question and the second. There was an apparent shift in researcher or editorial focus, or there was a shift in both.

The model also reveals differences between the patterns of publication between the five journals. Figure 5 contains the UEEnAc models for all five journals and it suggests that JRST was slower to take up the increasing interest in Access evident in the other journals, across the years in question. The other journals had a lower proportion of publication of articles dealing with the Engagement aspect. Research in Science Education (RSE) seems to have been proportionally less interested in the socio-cultural and socio-scientific issues that might engage students through access to museums and science journalism than the other journals. RSE and JRST seem to have published proportionally equivalent amounts of research into the ‘Use’ of science during this decade, perhaps suggesting similar editorial interest in the tensions between ‘science for all’ and ‘science for the specialist’ that characterise this apex of the model.

Such use of the model prompts additional questions:

1. How does the change in JRST pattern compare to that in the International Journal of Science Education (SE: the other larger journal)?
2. Does the change represent publication lag or editorial policy?
3. Is there a jurisdiction effect?
4. Has the apparent contrast between JRST and RSE persisted since 2014?
5. Do the trends apparent across Figures 3–5 represent jurisdictional policy shifts, funding sources, researcher interest, editorial focus or some mixture of these?

The emergence of such questions subsequent to application of the model supports its usefulness.

8. So What Is ‘Discipline Literacy’?

Lack of recognition of the multiple meanings of the core word lies beneath much of the muddiness of discussions about ‘literacy’. The model presented in this paper may clarify tensions between the purposes for which various groups of people use the word and prompt questions as to what constitutes ideal specialist education, or of how people should strive for specialist literacy.

The term scientific literacy has come to have “so many interpretations that it now means virtually everything to do with science education” [97]. That comment was made a generation ago and other subject literacies may well be prone to the same diffusion of meaning. However, should we look for congruence between the shapes of the patterns of proportional publication in the various journals? If ‘literacy’ is engagement, access and use, do all attempts to encourage literacy among students necessarily involve all three aspects? Perhaps literacy is one area where balance may not be appropriate. Different audiences have legitimate needs for different interactions of access, engagement and use. However, choice of appropriate response is more likely if negotiating parties are clear about what they are discussing.

All of those promoting scientific literacy hope that young people will want to know more about science. We want them to be able to understand us and to be able to show that they do. We want young people to understand our specialty and why it is important, and also we want them to be able to evaluate the quality of specialist work. We are not naive idealists—we know that all of this happens at different levels for different age groups and that some people have more trouble than others. However, not everybody involved in science necessarily shares all of this comprehensive agenda.

Primary school teachers who are beginning to introduce science to their classes may be more interested in Engagement and Access, the bottom of the Figure 2 triangle: “How am I going to engage
my class, help them to understand me and move them towards greater understanding?” Their concerns will probably move up from the baseline as their classes become more experienced with science.

University lecturers may assume that their students already have access and are already sufficiently engaged and so may put most of their energy into the top apex of the triangle. Generally speaking, people involved in museums, zoos and science centers focus on Engagement and people involved in industry and higher education focus on Use. However, lack of access can kill engagement and make use impossible.

9. Potential and Limitations of an Initially Successful Model

The UEnAc model emerged from reflection on ‘literacy’ in a particular disciplinary area but it is an area where tensions in the way the word is used have been evident for quite some time. The literature base emerging from those tensions provided a fruitful resource for model development. Modelling scientific literacy as the interaction of Use, Engagement and Access exposed differences in publication patterns between journals and across time within at least one of them. The model has survived the initial challenge presented to it and posed a number of subsequent questions that may not have appeared without it.

The model that emerged is a reflective tool that is potentially useful for anyone working in any aspect of specialist literacy, especially those working across several different aspects. Users can map individual pieces of published work onto the model to reflect the focus of its author, as revealed by its reference list, or the emphasis of a review of publications or the preconceptions of a speaker. Different activities, and different people, fit at different points across the entire area of the triangle, although all are likely to describe what they do as ‘communication’, ‘literacy’ or ‘education’. Only those located right at an apex can safely ignore the rest of the model.

This might be a useful process for those attempting to contribute to the field. The pattern of work read could reveal gaps or obsessions. What are the themes expressed in the abstract of the paper? How often do those themes emerge in the work as a whole? What is the proportion of one theme as compared to another? Document analysis packages can quantify the answers to such questions, if such precision is required or desired.

Our UEnAc model suggests that all three aspects of Access to, Engagement with and Use of specialist knowledge are contextually legitimate and useful senses of discipline literacy in the cases we have explored. Further, the distinction between them may be fruitful further afield. Some people discussing Economic Literacy, for example, may be more interested in how well the general public understands economic issues at election time than they are in how often a particular demographic group reads the Business section of metropolitan newspapers or how much they understand of what they read when they do. All of these concerns fall under the heading of Economic Literacy but issue resolution is more difficult if advocates suggest effective ways of encouraging people to read the Business section (Engagement) as responses to problems that emerge when they try to read it (Access).

The insights gained by use of the UEnAc model lead us to suggest that the three senses of Discipline Literacy that we have elucidated seem to be distinct but mutually reinforcing. Literacy involves engagement with the discipline, which will require some access to disciplinary work before use of the products of that work. Engagement is essential but no use is possible without access. The kind of use intended will determine the degree of access required.

The major limitation of this work is its basis in analysis of publication patterns in a restricted range of journals in a period of time that is fast receding. These results rest on data from five journals but that data ended in 2014. It served as a defensible base for the empirical challenge of a model emerging from wider literature, but its usefulness for contemporary editors of those journals is limited. As mentioned earlier in this paper, the point was not critique of data sources but challenge of a model. The Use, Engagement, Access model of science literacy seems to have survived that challenge. Further work could quantify its usefulness within other disciplinary areas and clarify the extent of its usefulness.
within contemporary controversies muddied by the constituents and interactions of the substantial bases of words used for the weight of their impact.
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